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WINNER OF THE BRAM STOKER AWARD FOR SUPERIOR ACHIEVEMENT IN A YOUNG
ADULT NOVEL

John Dixon’s critically acclaimed Phoenix Island reads like “Lord of the Flies meets Wolverine and Cool
Hand Luke” (F. Paul Wilson, creator of Repairman Jack). For fans of The Bourne Identity, Alex Rider, and
Melissa Marr.

The judge told Carl that one day he’d have to decide exactly what kind of person he would become. But on
Phoenix Island, the choice will be made for him.

A champion boxer with a sharp hook and a short temper, sixteen-year-old Carl Freeman has been shuffled
from foster home to foster home. He can’t seem to stay out of trouble—using his fists to defend weaker
classmates from bullies. His latest incident sends his opponent to the emergency room, and now the court is
sending Carl to the worst place on earth: Phoenix Island.

Classified as a “terminal facility,” it’s the end of the line for delinquents who have no home, no family, and
no future. Located somewhere far off the coast of the United States—and immune to its laws—the island is a
grueling Spartan-style boot camp run by sadistic drill sergeants who show no mercy to their young, orphan
trainees. Sentenced to stay until his eighteenth birthday, Carl plans to play by the rules, so he makes friends
with his wisecracking bunkmate, Ross, and a mysterious gray-eyed girl named Octavia. But he makes
enemies, too, and after a few rough scrapes, he earns himself the nickname “Hollywood” as well as a string
of punishments, including a brutal night in the “sweatbox.” But that’s nothing compared to what awaits him
in the “Chop Shop”—a secret government lab where Carl is given something he never dreamed of.

A new life…A new body. A new brain. Gifts from the fatherly Old Man, who wants to transform Carl into
something he’s not sure he wants to become. For this is no ordinary government project. Phoenix Island is
ground zero for the future of combat intelligence.

And for Carl, it’s just the beginning…
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From reader reviews:

Francis Garcia:

Do you have favorite book? For those who have, what is your favorite's book? E-book is very important
thing for us to find out everything in the world. Each e-book has different aim or goal; it means that book has
different type. Some people feel enjoy to spend their time to read a book. They are really reading whatever
they have because their hobby is reading a book. Think about the person who don't like looking at a book?
Sometime, man feel need book if they found difficult problem as well as exercise. Well, probably you will
want this Phoenix Island.

Eric Vegas:

You could spend your free time you just read this book this e-book. This Phoenix Island is simple to develop
you can read it in the recreation area, in the beach, train and soon. If you did not get much space to bring the
printed book, you can buy the actual e-book. It is make you better to read it. You can save typically the book
in your smart phone. So there are a lot of benefits that you will get when you buy this book.

Jennifer Nava:

That publication can make you to feel relax. This kind of book Phoenix Island was multi-colored and of
course has pictures on the website. As we know that book Phoenix Island has many kinds or category. Start
from kids until youngsters. For example Naruto or Private eye Conan you can read and believe you are the
character on there. Therefore , not at all of book are usually make you bored, any it offers you feel happy,
fun and unwind. Try to choose the best book for you and try to like reading that.

Flor Rieke:

What is your hobby? Have you heard that question when you got scholars? We believe that that problem was
given by teacher to their students. Many kinds of hobby, Every person has different hobby. And also you
know that little person like reading or as examining become their hobby. You should know that reading is
very important as well as book as to be the point. Book is important thing to add you knowledge, except your
teacher or lecturer. You find good news or update with regards to something by book. Numerous books that
can you decide to try be your object. One of them is this Phoenix Island.
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